Driving and Parking Instructions for
Auburn University Psychological Services Center (AUPSC)

Driving to campus

Please use our interactive Google map to find the locations of Cary Hall and AUPSC client parking, as well as directions from nearby cities to Cary Hall. You may also enter your own starting address into the map to generate personalized directions. The Google Map URL is as follows:

https://goo.gl/maps/8YJHvTuM2SJ2

To see a street view of the entrance to Cary Hall and our dedicating parking spots, drag the orange person icon (++; left hand side of the map window) onto the pin labeled “Street View.” You may also use the street view feature to see other landmarks along your personalized route.

For the official Auburn University map to Cary Hall, visit http://auburn.edu/map/?id=23
Parking

Clients of AUPSC are provided with a parking pass to use while on campus for appointments. When you arrive for your appointment, please park in one of the dedicated parking spots on Miller Drive. These spots are identified with signs that read “Restricted Parking-Client Parking with Permit.” Once you’ve parked, enter Cary Hall and go to the waiting room 101. A Staff member will then give you a reusable parking hangtag to display in your car.

If no dedicated client spaces are available, you may also park in any spaces located in A, B, or C zones. If you park in one of these spaces, you will still need to display the clinic hangtag and inform the staff member at check in. Clients are not allowed to park in service vehicle spaces. Clients with a current, posted disability access license plate or tag may park in accessible spaces. There are several accessible spaces located near Cary Hall.

To Auburn from Opelika
- Travel **southwest** on 2nd Ave toward N 11th St 0.9 mi
- Continue onto Pepperell Pkwy 2.9 mi
- Continue onto **Opelika Rd** 2.5 mi
- Turn **left** at N Gay St 0.4 mi
- Turn **right** at E Magnolia Ave 0.6 mi
- Turn **left** at S Donahue Dr 0.1 mi
- Turn **left** at War Eagle Way 328 ft
- Turn next **right** on **Miller Dr** 226 ft
- Client parking is on the **left** Cary Hall is on the **right**

To Auburn from Montgomery on I-85 North:
- Take I-85 N to **EXIT 51**
- Turn **left** at AL-147 N/AL-15 N/S College St 2.2 mi
- Turn **left** at S Donahue Dr 1.4 mi
- Turn **right** at War Eagle Way 328 ft
- Turn next **right** on **Miller Dr** 226 ft
- Client parking is on the **left** Cary Hall is on the **right**

To Auburn Birmingham on Highway US-280E:
- Turn **right** at AL-147 S 5.0 mi
- Turn **right** at W Magnolia Ave 0.5 mi
- Turn **left** at S Donahue Dr 0.1 mi
- Turn **left** at War Eagle Way 328 ft
- Turn next **right** on **Miller Dr** 226 ft
- Client parking is on the **left** Cary Hall is on the **right**

To Auburn from Atlanta on I-85 South:
- Take I-85 S to **EXIT 51**
- Turn **right** at AL-147 N/AL-15 N/S College St 2.2 mi
- Turn **left** at S Donahue Dr 1.4 mi
- Turn **right** at War Eagle Way 328 ft
- Turn next **right** on **Miller Dr** 226 ft
- Client parking is on the **left** Cary Hall is on the **right**